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American politics



The shutdown Will voters punish the Republicans? THE federal-government shutdown that started this morning is the result of a factional fight among Republicans in the House of Representatives, pitting an ultraconservative tea-party minority against a merely very conservative majority. As Michael Gerson, a former speechwriter for George W. Bush, puts it, "We are no longer seeing a revolt against the Republican leadership, or even against the Republican 'establishment'; this revolt is against anyone who accepts the constraints of political reality." Like other extremist movements, he notes, the tea-party faction spends more of its energy fighting other conservative Republicans than it does fighting Democrats, since rivals are more of a threat than enemies. The political dynamics of the shutdown will thus play out on two different fields: that of Republican voters, and that of American voters in general. The two groups are likely to respond differently, and that means we're in for a very rocky year. Polls so far are suggesting that the general public will blame Republicans for the shutdown. It's not clear how far such disapproval can move the needle on overall disapproval of congressional Republicans, though. Republicans in Congress already have a -44% unfavourable rating (68% unfavourable to 24% favourable), according to TPM's Polltracker average of polls, and it's been in roughly similar territory since mid-2011. Those numbers are clearly not bad enough to affect Republican behaviour, and they were good enough to allow them to retain the House in last year's elections. Congressional Democrats are much better off than Republicans, but they still have a -24% rating (59% to 35%), and even if the public does blame the GOP for the current impasse, it seems unlikely that this will lead to better ratings for Democrats. Things have in fact been moving in the opposite direction: Polltracker's congressional generic-ballot poll average, which Democrats had led since last year's elections, is now about even for the two parties, not because Republicans have improved—they have spent the entire period hovering at 38%—but because Democrats have dropped to meet them. Meanwhile, we can safely assume that the 24% of Americans who do still approve of congressional Republicans are almost all Republicans themselves. (Twenty-two percent of Americans currently identify as Republicans, according to Gallup, against 31% who identify as Democrats.) And among Republican voters, the government shutdown is likely to make their congressmen more popular, not less. Tea-party organisations are blaming the shutdown on intransigence—Democratic intransigence. Heck, Erick Erickson is still denouncing House Republicans for failing to "stand your ground", because the final version of a continuing resolution they sent to the Senate no longer demands the complete defunding of Obamacare. There is no equivalent on the moderate-Republican side to the organisational muscle and rhetorical elan that propels the party's tea-party wing. No one is lining up to back moderate primary challengers to tea-party candidates. Establishment figures from previous Republican administrations who have found themselves transformed into voices of caution and moderation, such as Mr Gerson, most of the writers at National Review Online, and even (mutatis mutandi) Karl Rove, appear to have little ability to affect the party's course anymore. As someone once said of Mikhail Gorbachev after he had lost control of the Soviet Communist Party, they are "moving the levers, but they aren't attached to anything." In other words, it's hard to see what political force could lead the Republicans' ascendant tea-party wing to change its behaviour and agree to any deal with the Democratic Senate, be it passing a clean continuing resolution funding the government at current levels or, as we move towards October 17th, raising the federal debt ceiling. It just isn't clear what's in it for them. So far, a scorched-earth strategy of total resistance has won them victory after victory, within the party at least. Why mess with a winning formula? The upshot is that even if the broad public does blame Republicans for the shutdown, there's little



reason to believe that this will force the GOP to do anything about it. It is possible, though unlikely, that anger over the government shutdown and the rest of this autumn's confrontations could affect public attitudes enough to shift the congressional vote and give the Democrats a majority in the House after the 2014 elections. RealClearPolitics' poll average still gives Democrats a 4% advantage on the generic congressional vote, and that could certainly widen. But the elections are a long way off. Recent history suggests that during the campaign, Republicans are likely to become more intransigent in Congress, not less, to safeguard against primary challenges. In sum, unless GOP party discipline somehow cracks, America is probably in for a pretty lousy political year.
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Shutdown - Matthieu Benoit 

vln vlp. 99. 7 css. * TLV2772 operational amplifier macromodel subcircuit. * created using Parts release 8.0 on 12/12/97 at 10:08. * Parts is a MicroSim product.
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direct contact without a repeater, the â€œ â€� icon blinks. Press [REV] (1s) to ... frequency appears on the display and blinks. Press any ..... release [LAMP] to select the largest memory channel of the new ... link 2 or more Memory channel groups t
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TH-F6A TH-F7E - Kenwood 

^page 33`. TOUCHES MENU/ CURSEUR. Cet Ã©metteurâ€¢rÃ©cepteur est muni d7une touche curseur j quatre directions, au centre de laquelle se trouve une touche.
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Bien que convivial, cet Ã©metteurâ€¢rÃ©cepteur fait appel j une technologie ...... 4 Il faut environ 6,5 heures pour charger une batterie ionâ€¢lithium ...... partir du Menu:.
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Getting Started 

Each section of the Feature Reference manual has its own table of contents ... systems or the flight characteristics of aircraft in the design stage, the VL1 simulates ... One of the remarkable features of the VL1's Virtual Acoustic Synthesis system 
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Getting Started 

Place the computer in a location away from water, dust, moisture, and soot. These can increase ... Find out what operating system and version your computer is currently running. (Click Start > ..... Test the wall outlet by connecting a different elec
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Getting Started 

Jun 30, 2005 - In this manual you will learn how to install Eggplant on your ... Macintosh computer running Mac OS X and tests against other machines ... clicking, dragging, and typing. ... If you downloaded Eggplant and don't have a full trial CD, y
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Jun 17, 1990 - Hewlett-Packard Graphics Language. (HP-GL). FLOFT does not require a math coprocessor, but it must do huge numbers of calculations and ...
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Jun 5, 2008 - La PR est une maladie auto-immune, intÃ©grÃ©e au ..... L'apparition des lÃ©sions articulaires â€“ propres aux rhumatismes ...... Arrays for Prediction of Outcome and anti-TNF Response in .... samples, could be associated with as many as
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Getting Started - Backpackers 

Prices in Manila or Cebu City aren't necessarily indicative of expenses for ..... nila's notorious trash dump, as exemplifying the country as a whole. (the site has ...
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TH WALL 

bÃ©ton, bÃ©ton lÃ©ger, blocs de ciment, ancien enduit adÃ©quatement .... angles Ã  l'aide de baguettes et la partie infÃ©rieure Ã  l'aide d'un profil mÃ©tallique (Ã  une ...
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TH-D72A TH-D72E - APRS facile 

INSTRUCTION MANUAL. 144/440 MHz ..... 02_MEMORY CHANNEL_E.pdf. 03_SCAN_E. ..... 04_CTCSS_DCS_CROSS TONE_E.pdf. 05_DTMF_E. ...... Some repeaters in the U.S.A. and Canada offer a service called Autopatch. You can ..... M>V (Memory to VFO Copy)/ M.IN/ C
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TH-BA3 TH-BA1 - JVC USA 

(lumière du soleil, feu, etc.). ... Quand l'appareil est sous tension, le témoin STANDBY/ON est allumé en bleu. ... Cet appareil produit, utilise et peut émettre une énergie de haute ... Pour prévenir tout risque de décharge électrique ou d'incendie 
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The deodorant spray that eats pollution 

Jun 26, 2014 - for use on solar panels: If the panels stay cleaner longer, they stay at their highest level of energy efficiency. Glen Finkel is Pureti's CEO. His pet ...
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The clock that killed Herschede - Abbey Clock 

... disassembly. The dial is typical of. German grandfather clocks at the time. 10/23/2013. The clock that killed Herschede http://abbeyclock.com/urgos.html. 1/5 ...
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Recall the Wonders that He Performed - TorahDoc 

the Eretz Yisrael side drew closer to the mountain on the side of Moav; the projections entered the corresponding caves and crushed those hiding inside them.
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Strategies That Simplify the Control of 

background level (area under the curve). Only those responses that had average latencies. 40 ms following onset of platform movement were included in this ...
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TH - Filecamp 

Le principe de construction boulonnÃ© est trÃ¨s flexible: il est ainsi possible de placer le ... FR, 02.2017. Â© 2017 Kverneland Group Les Landes GÃ©nusson S.A.S..
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th floor 

Mortier sec prêt à l'emploi pour béton léger thermo‐ isolant. Contient des ... malaxeurs (toupies) et pompe à béton ainsi que à l'aide de pompes à béton léger.
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Th 137 

0,0098 (3). 16 Î±0,38. 5342,4 (20). 0,00320 (16). 61 Î±0,36. 5358,7 (20). 0,0026 (2). 94 Î±0,34. 5417,3 (40) ... 0,057 (4). 791 Î±0,18. 5795,0 (16). 1,5 (1). 38 Î±0,16. 5803,1 (16). 3,63 (20). 17 Î±0,15. 5811,2 (16). 8,3 (3) ...... F.P.Larkins. At. D
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TH-D7A 

handheld transceiver offers superb performance plus APRS. TH-D7A ... Position Reporting System), which is rapidly gaining popularity ... GPS receiver. TH-D7A.
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TH 800 

Nov 25, 2010 - Flush immediately with large amounts of water. ... Powder. Carbon dioxide. ... n-octanol / water partition coefficient : Soluble. Very slight. 52 %.
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those that follow the Havlik pattern, and 

V~Ã˜ alternations appear to fall into two categories: those that follow the Havlik pattern, and those that follow the Lower pattern (Scheer 2004). Given a sequence ...
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